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Introduction 

This paper is a continuation of our previous work [17] under the same 
title. Let F be a totally real number field of finite degree g over Q, and 
B a division quaternion algebra over F which is unramified at one infinite 
prime of F, and ramified at all the other infinite primes of F. In [17], we 
developed a theory which generalizes that of Kuga and Shimura [11], for 
F and B as above assuming that g=[F: Q] is odd. Namely, when g is 
odd, we constructed an abelian scheme As over the Shimura curve Vs at
tached to B, and expressed the Hasse-Weil zeta function of A~ (the k-fold 
fibre product of As over Vs) as a product of Dedekind zeta functions and 
automorphic L-functions associated with BX. Also, as its application, 
we proved the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture for certain automorphic 
forms on BX for almost all finite primes of F. 

The aim of this paper is to supplement [17] in the following two 
points: 

(I) To obtain results parallel to that in [17] when g is even. 
(II) To prove the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture for all "good 

primes" of F. 
The construction of As is carried out in Section 2. We will redo the 
construction in the case when g is odd also, for the sake of completeness. 
The main result of Section 2 is (2.6.2), which immediately enables us to 
extend the results of [17] for general F. To construct As, we use the 
functoriality of the canonical models, due to Deligne [3], which generalizes 
that of Shimura [22] Section 8 (cf. also [22] 2.13). We recall necessary 
tools for this in the first preliminary section. The main results of this 
paper are (3.1.4) and (3.2.1). The proof of (3. 1.4) goes exactly in the same 
way as in [17] Sections 3-4 after (2.6.2), and we omit it, refering to [17] 
for details. (3.2.1) and its corollaries give an answer to the above (II). 

We note that, as for the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture, Morita [14] 
has recently shown that the assertion (3.2.2) is valid without our assumption 
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on {kn } there, by a different method. Although our result is weaker than 
his, we include in Section 3 a proof within the framework of our theory, 
which we hope to be of some interest. 

Notation and terminology 

For a field k and a Galois extension K of k, Gal(K/k) denotes the 
Galois group of K/k, which acts on K on the right. k (resp. k ab) denotes 
an algebraic closure of k (resp. the maximal abelian extension of k in k). 
For a ring R with unity, Mn(R) stands for the ring of nXn matrices with 
entries in R. GLn(R) (resp. RX) denotes the group of invertible elements 
of Mn(R) (resp. R). We usually let Mn(R) act on Rn (row vectors) on the 
right. 

For a number field F, FA (resp. Fj) denotes the adele ring (resp. the 
idele group) of F. We write A (resp. At) for QA (resp. the finite part of 
A). For a prime v of F, the subscript v will usually mean (except in 3.3 
and 3.4) the completion with respect to v. I - Iv denotes the valuation of 
For Fv determined by v, normalized in the usual manner. The Artin sym
bol for F is denoted by [ -, F], whose sign convention is the usual one; 
a prime element of F: cF 1 is mapped by [ -, F] to a Frobenius element 
at p, for a finite prime p of F. 

For an abelian group G and a positive integer a, we denote by aG the 
kernel of the multiplication by a on G. We use the similar notation for 
commutative group schemes. For a scheme X, Xet denotes the <Stale site 
of X. The cohomology groups of schemes are always the <Stale coho
mology groups, in this paper. 

§ 1. Canonical models 

The purpose of this section is to recall known basic facts about ca
nonical models (Deligne [3], [5], Shimura [22]) for our later use. 

1.1. Let F be a totally real number field of finite degree g over Q, 
and B a quaternion algebra over F. BQ9QR is isomorphic to Mz(R)' X Hg-r 
as an R-algebra, with H the Hamilton quaternion algebra over R. We 
fix such an isomorphism once for all, and hereafter identify them. We 
also assume that r>O (except in the assertion (3.2.3» in this paper. Fix a 
positive integer n, and define an affine algebraic group Gover Q by re
quiring: 

(1.1.1) 

where t denotes the canonical involution of B, t(atj), = t(a~j) for an element 
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(aij) E GLn(B), and In E GLn(B) is the unit matrix. There is also a natural 
isomorphism: 

G(R) ~ Gpn(R)' X Gp;(H)g-r, with 

GpnCR)={a E GL2n(R)!aJnta='V(a)Jn, 'V(a) E R X }, 

(1.1.2) J =[0 -In] 
n In 0 ' 

where the bar means the canonical involution of H. We also fix an iso
morphism (1.1.2), and hereafter identify the groups in both hand sides 
there. 

Let S=RC/R(Gm ) be the algebraic group over R whose set of real 
points is identified with ex, where Gm is the multiplicative group in the 
usual sense and RC/R is the restriction of scalar functor. We define an 
R-homomorphism ho of S to GR=GQ9QR by: 

(1.1.3) 

for a+b./=T E ex =S(R), where, in the right hand side above, the first r 

factors are [~~: -~~:] E GPn(R), and the other factors are In E Gp;(H). 

Let X be the G(R)-conjugacy class of ho• Then the pair (G, X) satisfies 
the axioms of Shimura varieties in Deligne [5] 2.1.1. 

1.2. In general, let VR be a vector space over R of dimension 2n, 
and t a non-degenerate alternating form on VR' Then there is an iso
morphism i: VR =+R2n (row vectors), which satisfies t(x, y)=i(x)Jn ti(y). 
The group Gp(VR' t)=i- I 0 Gpn(R) 0 i is the group of all the symplectic 
similitudes of (VR' t) which acts on VR on the right. Define an R-homo
morphism ho of S to Gp(VR' t) by: 

(1.2.1) ho(a+b.f=!)=i- Io rain -bIn] 0 i, 
bIn ain 

for a+b.f=! E ex =S(R) 

and let Xbe the Gp(VR' t)-conjugacy class of ho. If we denote by Koo 
(resp. K:') the centralizer of ho (resp. i 0 hoe - ) 0 i-I) in Gp(VR, t) (resp. 
GPn(R», then we have 

(1.2.2) 
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where H; =H; 11 H;;, the disjoint union of the Siegel upper half space 
H; and the Siegel lower half space H;; of degree n. The right isomor-

phism is given by: [~ ~]K~I--+(A,;=t +B)(C,;=t +D)-I. 

The set Gp(VB' ..[r)/K"" may also be regarded as a set of hom om or
phisms of S to Gp(VB' ..[r) by the correspondence: gK~l--+gho( _ )g-I. 

Lemma (1.2.3) (Deligne [3] 1.6, [5]1.3.1). The above correspondence 
gives a bijective map from Gp(VB' ..[r)/K~ onto the set of homomorphisms h: 
S~Gp(VB'..[r) of R-algebraic groups satisfying: 

(1.2.3.1) The Hodge structure of VB defined by h is of type (-1,0) 
+(0, -1). 

(1.2.3.2) The R-bilinear form ..[r(x, yh(-i=T» on VB is symmetric 
and definite. 

Here the terminology for the Hodge structure is the same as in [5] 
(and not as in [3]). We note that, under the condition (1.2.3.1), ..[r(x, 
yh(,;=t» is symmetric if and only if V~,-I is totally isotropic for ..[r. 

1.3. Let the notation be as in 1.1, and let K be an open compact 
subgroup of G(Af). By definition, we put: 

(1.3.1) 

Here the set X is equipped with the complex structure by the isomorphism 
(1.2.2). If G(A) = lIt G(Q)ytCQ(R) X K) is a disjoint decomposition, 
KMe(G,X) is isomorphic to 1I,G(Q)nYi(G(R)XK)y;I\X, and hence it 
may be considered as the set of complex points of a quasi-projective 
algebraic variety. We also put: 

(1.3.2) Me(G, X) = lim KMcCG, X) 
+-

the projective limit being taken relative to natural projections. By the 
work ofShimura [22] (cf. also [3] § 6), KMe(G, X)(resp. McCG, X» admits 
a canonical model (cf. [5] 2.2.5) KME(G, X) (resp. ME(G, X» which is a 
scheme over the reflex field E=E(G, X) of (G, X). In our case, if '"I, .. " 
'"r are all the different embeddings of Finto R which splits B, then E(G, X) 
is the field generated by all I::~=I a<n(a e F) over Q. In the following, 
when there is no fear of confusion, we will sometimes write KMe, Me, 
KME, and ME for KMcCG, X) etc .. 

We will need the following result in the next section: 

Theorem (1.3.3)(a specialized form of [3] Corollary 5.4). Let (Gi, Xi) 
be as above with the reflexfields Ei (i= 1,2). Let v: GI~(? be a Q-rational 
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homomorphism which sends the set XI of homomorphisms of S to Gk to the 
set X2 of homomorphisms of S to G~. Then there is a unique morphism of 
the canonical models: ME,(Gt, XI)~ME2(G2, X2) defined over E I(2£2), 
whose base change to C gives the complex analytic morphism of Mc(GI, XI) 
to Mc(G2, X2) that is determined by v. 

1.4. We next recall the relation between the canonical model in the 
sense above, and Shimura's canonical system (Milne, Shih [12] § 4). For 
simplicity, we describe it here only when r= 1 (see loco cit. for the general 
case). Thus, assuming that the identity injection of F into R splits B, 
E( G, X) = F in this case. The "reciprocity law" of the canonical model 
MFCG, X) ([3] Corollary 5.6) then implies that: 

(1.4.1) The schemes KMF(G, X) and MiG, X) are irreducible. 
(1.4.2) All the irreducible components of MiG, X)®FF are precisely 

Fab-rational. 
For an element x E G(A), we put 

(1.4.3) a(x) = []..I(xyt, F] 

where [-, F] is the Artin symbol for F (cf. Notation and terminology). 
Let MO(G, X)=Mo be the irreducible component of MF(G, X)®FFab that 
corresponds to the image of H:; X {e} in Mc(G, X). Then it also follows 
that the natural right action of x E G(Af) on MF(G, X) ([5] 2.1.4) sends 
MO to MOq(X)--'. Put 

G(R) + ={x E G(R) I ]..I(x) is totally positive}, and 

G(A)+ =G(R)+ X G(Af). 

Then this group acts on MO as follows. 

Definition (1.4.4). The left action [x] of x E G(A)+ on MO is defined 
by the commutativity of the following diagram: 

[x] 

MO ) MOq(X) ------+) MO 

~l 1 1 
"" Spec (Fab) -----+> Spec (Fab) 

Spec (a(x)) 

where x f is the finite part of x, the left morphism is the right action of xl \ 
and the right cartesian square defines M°u(x). 

For So an open compact subgroup of G(Af), put S=G(RL XSo and 

(I.4.5) 
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where the quotient is taken with respect to the action (1.4.4). Vs is de
fined over ks, the field corresponding to FX).J(S)cFl by class field theory. 
If xSx-1r;;T with x E G(AL and S, T as above, the right action of x-./ 
induces, after taking the quotients, a morphism: 

(1.4.6) 

which is defined over ks C2kT)' There is a natural isomorphism CPs: 
rs\H;:::::;. VsCC), with rs=sn G(Q), and the system {Vs, CPs, ITsCx)} thus 
obtained is the canonical system in the sense of Shimura [22]. 

In other words, for S = G(RL X So as above, all the geometric irre
ducible components of SoMF(G, X) are ks-rational, and the irreducible 
component of soMp(G, X)0Fks which corresponds to rs\H;csoMc is 
Vs' The restriction of 

with T=xSx-\ to Vs etc. gives 

[xl 
(1.4.7) Vs - ) V;' (x) 

lrs(x) 

where the morphism [x] above is the one which was denoted by [-rex)] in 
[16] 2.3. 

1.5. We also have to recall the canonical family of abelian varieties 
on the Siegel modular varieties for later use ([3] §4). Let V be a vector 
space of dimension 2n over Q, and ,y. a non-degenerate alternating form 
on V. We write G for the Q-algebraic group Gp(V, ,y.) of symplectic si
militudes of (V, ,y.), and X for the G(R) (=Gp(VR , ,y.))-conjugacy class 
of R-homomorphisms of S to GR as in 1.2, in this subsection. We fix a Z
lattice Vz in V, and a QX-multiple ,y.z of,y. which is Z-valued on Vz. Let 
V~ be the maximal lattice in V which satisfies ,y.z(Vz, V~)r;;z. For a 
positive integer N, put 

(1.5.1) KN={k E G(Af) I Vzk= Vz, Vz(k-l)r;;NVz } 

with Z = I1 p ZP' the product being taken over all the rational primes, 
and Vz = Vz0 zZ. The points of KNMC(G, X)=G(Q)\Xx G(Af)jKN then 
parametrizes abelian varieties as follows. 

Let z=[h, k] with hEX and k E G(Af) be a point of KNMC determined 
by (h, k) E Xx G(Af). Then h defines a Hodge structure of type (-1,0) 
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+(0, -1), or equivalently, a complex structure on VB= VQ9aR ([5]1.1.3). 
We write (VB' h) for VB with that complex structure. Put Vzk- I= Vik-I 
n V. It is a Z-lattice in V, and we can find a unique mUltiple t. of tz 
satisfying: (i) t. is Z-valued on Vzk- I ; (ii) V;k- I is the maximal lattice in 
V satisfying t.(Vzk-t, V;k-I)cz; and (iii) t.(x, yh(-I=T» is a symmet
ric and positive definite R-bilinear form on VB' We then put: 

(1.5.2) 

t. determines a Riemann form on the complex torus A., and hence A. is 
an abelian variety with 

(1.5.3) p.=the polarization of A. defined by t .. 

We also have a natural level N-structure on A.: 

(1.5.4) NA.= VZk-I/NVzk-l~ Vz/NVz (the natural action of k), 

which can be extended to a symplectic isomorphism of (T(A) ~ n ! T!(A.), 
t p .) onto (Vi, tzQ9id), where tP.: T(A.) X T(A.)-+Z(1) is the polarization 
form defined by P.. The points of KNMe corresponds bijectively with the 
set of isomorphism classes of the triple (A., p., i k ) satisfying the above 
conditions. 

Consider the contravariant functor F from the category of locally 
noetherian Q-schemes to that of sets which assigns to each S the isomor
phism classes of the triple consisting of 

(1.5.5) a projective abelian scheme A over S of relative dimension n; 
(1.5.6) a polarization A: A-+A=PicO(A/S) in the sense of Mumford 

[15] Definition 6.3; 
(1.5.7) a level N-structure NA:::::;(Vz/NVz)s, with (Vz/NVz)s the con

stant group scheme over S defined by Vz/ NVz ; 
for which we require that 

(1.5.8) for any geometric point s of S, let ts: T(As) X T(As)-+Z(l) 
be the polarization form defined by A. Then (1.5.7) can be extended to 
a symplectic isomorphism of (T(As), ts) to (Vi, tzQ9id). 
When N~3, Fis represented by a quasi-projective scheme KNMQ(G, X)= 
KNMa over Q, which is an open subscheme of Mumford's A n •d •NQ9ZQ with 

d=.vdet tz ([15] Theorem 7.9). KNMa (resp. lim KNMQ ~Ma(G, X» is 
~ 

then a canonical model for KNMe (resp. Me), by the main theorem of 
complex multiplication, by (the same reason as) [3] 4.21. Especially, when 
N~ 3, there exists the universal family of abelian varieties 

(1.5.9) 
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satisfying (1.5.5)-(1.5.8). If we consider Z E KNMC as a C-valued geome
tric point of KNMQ' then the fibre A z of A at z with the canonical polar
ization and the level N-structure, is isomorphic to the one obtained by 
(1.5.2)-(1.5.4). 

§ 2. An abelian scheme over the Shimura curve 

In this section, we fix a division quaternion algebra B over F such 
that B®QR~M2(R)X Hg- l. G denotes the algebraic group over Q defined 
by BX, i.e. G(Q) =BX. The aim of this section is to construct an abelian 
scheme As over the Shimura curve Vs (2.5.5), and then to study its property 
(2.6.2). When g=[F: Q] is odd, it was done in [17] by a slightly different 
method. 

2.1. Let us first recall fundamental properties of the homomorphism 
(3 defined by Shimura [22] § 8; 

(2.1.1) 

with C a quaternion algebra over Q. Let PI, .. " p g be inequivalent 
absolutely irreducible Q-linear representations of B into M 2(C). Then 
the following result characterizes B: 

Proposition (2.1.2) ([22] 8.3). Let L be a sub field ojC, and E a central 
simple algebra over L. Suppose that we are given an L-rational homomor
phism (3': (B®QLY---+Ex, and an absolutely irreducible L-linear representa
tion r: E---+M2.(C) such that ro (3' is equivalent to Pl®" '®Pg on BX. 
Then there exists an L-algebra isomorphism $: Mq(C)®QLc:::;E, and it holds 
that (3' =$ 0 (3. 

Let t (resp. ') denote the canonical involution of B (resp. C). We 
also recall that there is an involution 1': of Mq( C) satisfying (3(x') = (3(x)" 
for all x E BX. Thus if we take an element v E GLiC) so that y~ = vty'v- l 

for all y E Mq{C), (3 is actually a homomorphism into a subgroup 

G(C, v}={a E GLiC) I avta' = I.{a) v, v(a) E Q X} 

of GLq{C). Note that v as above is unique up to a scalar multiple. 
In [22] 8.6, Shimura also proved that 

(2.1.3) 

(2.1.4) C is indefinite if and only if g is odd. 

Therefore if g is odd, changing (3 by an inner automorphism of GLq(C) if 
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necessary, we may (and do so hereafter) assume that V= lq (cf. [22] 2.1). 
We also recall that 

(2.1.5) l)(f3(a» =NF/Q(I)(a» for all a E EX. 

2.2. Put V = C q, which is isomorphic to Q2g +1 (row vectors) as vector 
spaces over Q. The group GLq(C) acts on V Q-linearly on the right. We 
define a Q-bilinear form t on V by: 

(2.2.1) t(x, y) =tro/Q(xv ty') for x, y E cq, when g is even, 

where tro/Q denotes the reduced trace of Cover Q. When g is odd, we 
choose and fix an element p E C whose square is a negative rational num
ber, and put 

(2.2.2) t(x, y)=tro/Q(x ty' p), for x, y E cq, when g is odd. 

Then in both cases, t is a non-degenerate alternating form on V, and f3 
defines a homomorphism of Q-algebraic groups which we write by the 
same letter 

(2.2.3) 13: G----+Gp(V, t) 

Gp(V, t) being as before the algebraic group of symplectic similitudes of 
(V, t) defined over Q. 

Proposition (2.2.4). Let ho: S-+G B be the homomorphism (1.1.3). 
Then the Hodge structure of VB defined by h=f3 a ho is of type (-1,0)+ 
(0, -1), and the R-bilinear form t(x, yh(./=l» on VB is symmetric and 
definite. 

Before giving the proof in 2.3 and 2.4, we state here the immediate 
corollaries of (1.3.3) and (2.2.4): 

Corollary (2.2.5). Let X Crespo X') be the G(R)-(resp. Gp(V, t)(R)-) 
conjugacy class of homomorphisms of S to GB (resp. Gp(V, t)B) as in 
1.1 (resp. 1.2). Then {3(X)r;;;.X', and 13 defines an F-rational morphism of 
the canonical models: MF(G, X)-+MQ(Gp(V, t), X'). 

Identifying X (resp. X') with Hf (resp. H;') by the isomorphism 
(1.2.2), we may assume that 13 maps Hi to Hi.. Let {Vs, CPs, JTix), (S, 
TEfl', x E G(AL)} and {Vi, cpi, J§M(y), (M, N E fl'*, Y E Gp(V, t)(A)+)} 
be Shimura's canonical systems for G and Gp(V, t), respectively. We 
will use the following notation for them in the following: Ls (resp. Li-) 
denotes the field of rational functions of Vs (resp. Vi), and we put L= 
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lim Ls (resp. L*=lim Lk). ks (resp. kk) denotes the constant field of Ls 
~ ~ 

(resp. Lk). 't': G(A) + ~Aut (LI?> (resp. 't'*: Gp(V, t)(A) + ~Aut (L*IQ» 
is the homomorphism defined in [22] 2.7. 

Corollary (2.2.6). Let the notation be as above. If fi(S)SM with S 
e ~ and M e ~*, then fi induces a ks C2kk)-rational morphism EMS: Vs 
~ V;. For x E G(A)+, S, T E ~, M, N E ~* satisfying xSx- 1 C T, 
fi(x)Mfi(x)-ISN, fi(S)SM and /1(T)SN, we have EN";) 0 JT sCx)=J1M(/1(X» 
o EMs. Also, EMs commute with the left actions (1.4.4) [x] and [/1(x)] for all 
x E G(A)+. 

2.3. Let us prove (2.2.4) when g is even. Let p~ be the projection 
to the i-th factor of BR=M2(R)XHg- I(1 ~J~g). Apply (2.1.2) to L=R, 

g-I 
E=M2(R)® ® H, and /1' =p~® . . . p~ to obtain an isomorphism e: Mq(CR) 
=;E satisfying /1' =e 0 /1. By (2.1.4) (or rather bye), CR is definite, and 
there is an R-algebra isomorphism: Mq( C R)=;Mq(H). On the other hand, 
let us fix an isomorphism of E onto Mq(H) as follows. Let 

(2.3.1) 

be an isomorphism of R-algebras satisfying ooC-x2®· .. ®xg_I)=tOoCX2®· .. 
0xg_l) (cf. [22] 8.10). We define an isomorphism ~ of E onto Mq(H) by: 

(2.3.2) ~(XI® ... ®Xg) = [aoo(x')Xg bOo(X')Xg] 
cooCx')Xg doo(x')xg 

Then there exists an element S E GLiH), and the following diagram com
mutes with int (S) the inner automorphism of GLiH) defined by S: 

Put fil =~ 0 fi', and hI =fil 0 ho. There is an element VI E GLq(H) sat
isfying fil(x') = vltfil(x)vl l for all x E Bir.. It is then easy to see that (2.2.4) 
is equivalent to the assertion that (i) the Hodge structure of Hq~R4q 
defined by hI is of type (-1,0)+ (0, -1); and (ii) the R-bilinear form 

trH1R(xvI t(yhl(./=T») (x, y E Hq) is symmetric and definite. But from 
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the construction, h l (a+b-i=1) = [~~q, -b~q,], and VI is a scalar multiple 
q, a q, 

of [t -6q ] with q' =qj2. Our assertion is now obvious. 

2.4. We next prove (2.2.4) when g is odd. Although this case was 
treated in [17] (in a slightly different manner; cf. also [22] § 8), we sketch 
the proof for completeness. As in (2.3.1), there exists an isomorphism 

(2.4.1) 

satisfying Oa(x2®, .. ®Xg) = 'Oa(x2®· .. ®Xg). Define an isomorphism ~ of 
g-l 

E=M2(R)® ® H onto M 2g(R) = Mq{M2(R» by sending x I ®· .. ®Xg to an 
element of Mq{M2(R» whose (i,j)-entry is XIYij E M 2(R) if 00 (x2®· .. ®Xg) 
= (Yij)' Let (3': Bj-+Ex be as in 2.3, and put (31=~o (3'. Then, consi
dering (3lx) as an element of Mq(M2(R», we have (31(x')='(3lx)', with' the 
canonical involution of M 2(R). Also, (31 0 hoCa+ b-i=1) E M q(M2(R» is a 

matrix whose diagonal entries are [~ -~] E M 2(R) and whose other en

tries are all O. The first assertion of (2.2.4) easily follows from this. The 
second assertion is equivalent to saying that the R-bilinear form trM2 (R)/R 

(x'Y[~ -6]i(p») (x,YEM2(R» is symmetric and definite on M 2(R) , 

where i is an R-algebra isomorphism of CR onto M 2(R). This follows 
from the argument of Shimura [21] pp. 132-133. 

2.5. Now let S be a member of?£ with respect to G. There exists 
a maximal order 0 of B such that So, the finite part of S, is contained in 
no;, the product being over all the finite primes of F. In the following, 
we assume that 

(2.5.1) So is contained in n ~in 0; X n pin (I +nop), with an integer 
n;;:d. 
There also exists a Z-lattice Vz in V = cq satisfying: 

(2.5.2) Vz is (3(0 n BX)-stable. 
(2.5.3) For a EOn BX satisfying a-I E ao with a positive integer a, 

we have Vz«(3(a)-(3(1»~aVz' 
(cf. [16] § 5). Thus (3(So) is contained in: 

(2.5.4) Kn={k E Gp(V, t)(Af) I Vzk= Vz, Vz(k-l)~nVz}' 

Put M = Gp(V, t)(RL XKn. By (2.2.6), (3 induces a ksC2k;)-morphism 
EM s: Vs-+ V;, the notation being the same as in 2.2. On the other hand, 
V; is identified with a connected component of KnMQ(Gp(V, t), H-;')®Qk"tt 
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by 1.4. 

Definition (2.5.5). The notation being as above, let S be a member 
of !¥ satisfying (2.5.1). We then define the projective abelian scheme 

fs: As-rVs as the base change by: Vs~V~"';~KnMi59QkIr of the uni
versal family (1.5.9) on KnMQ(Gp(V, t), H:U). 

Thus the relative dimension of As over Vs is 2g • 

2.6. Let S be a member of !¥, and let (S n PX)o denote the closure in 
G(Af) of the projection to the finite part (S n PX)o of S n PX. Shimura's 
homomorphism 1: then induces an isomorphism 

(2.6.1) 

Fix a rational prime I, and denote by P! the projection from G(A)+ to the 
I-factor G(Q!) = (B®QQ!Y. In the argument of the next section, the fol
lowing result takes the place of [17] (3.5.4). 

Theorem (2.6.2). Suppose that S E !¥ satisfies (2.5.1), and let fs: As 
-r Vs be the abelian scheme constructed above. Let 7] be the generic point 
of Vs, and As.~ the generic fibre of As at 7]. Then, identifying the residue 
field of 7] with L s' the natural I-adic representation: 

Gal (Ls/Ls)----+AutQz (V!(As.~» , 

with VzCAs.~) = (lim !nAs,iLs»®zzQ!, factors through Gal (L/Ls). If we 
+---

combine the resulting I-adic representation of Gal (L/Ls) with the isomor-

phism (2.6.1), then the representation of so/(snpX)o thus obtained is equi

valent to [3Qz 0 PI: Soles n PX)0-rGL2Y+,(QI)' 

Proof Let m be a positive multiple of n. Then by (2.5.3), the image 

of So n (IT vim 0; X IT vim (l +mov)~ Sm.o under [3 is contained in Km- Put 
Sm=G(R)+ XSm •o' and Mm=Gp(V, t)(RL XKm. The projection mor
phism of KmMQ(Gp(V, t), H:U)= KmMQ to KnMQ may be viewed as the cor
respondence: (a level m-structure)r-+(the underlying level n-structure), for 
the abelian varieties parametrized by them. Hence if A (resp. AI) denotes 
the universal family (1.5.9) on KnMQ (resp. KmMQ)' then AI is canonically 
isomorphic to the base change of A by the above projection morphism. 
Since EMmsm, EMS and the natural projections commute (2.2.6), the descrip
tion in 1.4 implies that mAs X Vs VSm is isomorphic to a constant group 
scheme, which proves the first assertion. Moreover by loco cit., it is 
enough to show the commutativity of the following diagram for all k E Kn 
to complete the proof (cf. [17](3.4.3»: 
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where the left lower morphism is the base change of the right action of k 
e KncGp(V, t)(A'), the right lower morphism is id®Spec(O'*(k» with 

0'* the map (1.4.3) for Gp(V, t), the middle horizontal morphisms are the 
canonical isomorphisms via A'~(the base change of A by K",MQ~KnMQ)' 
and the upper vertical morphisms are the canonical level m-structures. 
The commutativity of the right hand side is obvious, and to prove that of 
the left hand side, it is enough to show the corresponding commutativity 
for C-valued geometric points of K",Ma®aki",. This easily follows from 
the explicit description of the fibres in 1.5. Q.E.D. 

§ 3. Main resu1ts 

3.1. Let F, B, and G be as in the previous section. For a g-tuple 
{kl> ... , kg} of non-negative integers, a real number w, and S e ;r with 
respect to G, we can define the space 6(S; {kn }; w) of automorphic forms 
and the Hecke operators acting on it (cf. [17] § 1). Let HiT; 6(S;{kn}; w» 
be the "-p-th Hecke polynomial" for the space 6(S; {kn}; w), for a finite 
prime -p of F which is prime to the discriminant D(B/ F) of B and the 
"level" L(S) of S (cf. [17] (1.3.5». The Dirichlet series 

(3.1.1) 

the product being over all the finite primes of F which are prime to 
D(B/F)L(S), converges for Re (s) large, and can be continued to the whole 
complex plane. 

When we Z, kn~w, and k 1=· .. :=kg:=w(mod 2), let a(k; {kn}; w) 
be the numbers defined in [17] (4.2.3). Let S e ;r satisfy the conditions: 

(3.1.2) S is stable under the canonical involution of B (orB1). 
(3.1.3) x-Wx n BX have no non-trivial elliptic elements for all x e 

G(A)+. 
We then obtain the following theorem; which was proved in [17] (4.5.3) 
when g is odd. ' , 

Theorem (3.1.4). The notation being as above, let S be a member of 
;r satisfying the conditions (2.5.1), (3.1.2), and (3.1.3). Let f8: A8~Y8 
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be the abelian scheme (2.5.5), and A~ the k-fold fibre product of As over 
Vs (k):; 1). Then the i-dimensional part of the Hasse- Wei! zeta function 
Z(i)(S; A~jF) of A~ (O~ i ~2 dim A~) can be determined, up to the 'p-factors 
with 'p dividing D(Bj F)L(S), as follows: 

( i ) Z(O)(s; A~j F) = r.(s; k s), the Dedekind zeta function of k s. 
(ii) When i is odd, Z(i)(s; A~jF)= IT D(s; S; {kn }; i_l)a(2k;{kn };i-ll, 

where the product ranges over all the g-tuples of non-negative integers {kn } 

satisfying k 1=··· =kg=i-l (mod 2) and kn~i-l (1~n~g). 
(iii) When i is even and ):; 2, 

Z(i)(s; A~jF)= IT D(s; S; {kn}; i _1)a(2k;{kn };i-l) 

X r.(s- ij2; ks)a(2k; (O);i) + a(2k; {O};i-2), 

where the product has the same meaning as in (ii). 

Indeed, after (2.6.2), the proof given in [17] works without assuming 
that g is odd. Precisely, the proof of [17] (3.3.3) was solely based on the 
existence of As satisfying the property in (2.6.2), while, in [17] § 4, we 
only used [17] (3.3.3) to establish the main theorem (4.5.3) there. 

Remark (3.1.5). In a subsequent paper, we will show that a main 
theorem (5.4.6) of [16] is valid under a weaker assumption that S' is con
jugate to S, than (3.1.2) above. Consequently, the theorem (3.1.4) above 
will also hold under that assumption, instead of (3.1.2). 

3.2. We next apply the theorem above to the Ramanujan-Petersson 
conjecture. In 3.3-3.4, we will prove the following 

Theorem (3.2.1). The notation being as above, let S be a member of 
:!l' satisfying (2.5.1) and (3.1.3), and'p a finite prime of F which is prime to 
D(BjF)L(S). Let ap E Gal (PjF) be a Frobenius element at 'po Then for 
o ~ i ~ 2 dim A~ and a rational prime I which is prime to 'p, the Gal(Pj F)
module Hi(A~0FP, Qt) is unramified at 'p, and the characteristic roots of 
a;;l acting on it are algebraic integers whose absolute values are NF/Q('p)i/2. 

We note that the unramifiedness in the above is already contained in 
the course of the proof of (3.1.4) (cf. [16] (3.5.5); cf. also below). As a 
consequense, we obtain the following 

Corollary (3.2.2). Let klo .. " kg be non-negative integers satisfying 
kl= ... =kg (mod 2), and w a real number. Let S be a member of:!l' for 
the quaternion algebra B as above. Then for a finite prime 'p of F, which is 
prime to D(BjF)L(S), all the roots of the equation H/T; @)(S; {kn }; w»=O 
have absolute value N FlQ('p)-(W+l)/2. 
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Proof We may assume that w is an integer satisfyingkn:S;;; w(1 :s;;;n:s;;;g) 
and kn=w (mod 2) (cf. [17] (1.3.6)). Let 0 be a maximal order of B such 
that SoS ITo;. For a fixed ~}'1-D(B/F)L(S), take a positive integer n which 
is prime to j). Then the assertion above will follow from that for G(R)+ 
xSonSon(ITpino;X ITpln(1+nop)) (cf. [16] (1.6.2)). Thus taking n suffi
ciently large, we may suppose that S satisfies (2.5.1), (3.1.2), and (3.1.3). 
In this case, the assertion follows from (3.1.4), (3.2.1), and [17] (4.6.2). 

Q.E.D. 

As we noted in the introduction, Morita [14] has recently shown that 
the assertion above holds without assuming that k l =· .. =kg (mod 2). 
Accordingly, the following variant would also hold without the assumption 
on the parity of {kn}. 

Corollary (3.2.3). Let VI' •• " Vg be the archimedean primes of F, and 
let C be an arbitrary quaternion algebra over F. Suppose that we are given 
a real number wand a g-tuple of non-negative integers {kn} which are con
gruent mod 2. Let 7t' = 0. 7t',; be an infinite dimensional irreducible con
stituent of the space of automorphiC forms d(C1) (resp. cusp forms 
d o(GL2(F J) if C=M2(F)) on C1, satisfying: 

( i ) 7t'vn is isomorphic to the discrete series representation 

(ii) 7t' ... is isomorphic to the representation: HX :J x ~det (x)- (k n + W)/2 

Pk,.(X) if Cv .. ~H, where we consider HX as a subgroup of (H0RCY ~ 
GL2(C), and pa denotes the symmetric tensor representation of degree a of 
GL2(C). 

(iii) When g is even and D(C/F) =(1), 7t'p is not isomorphic to a prin
cipal series representation for at least one finite prime j) of F. 

Then,for j) not dividing D(C/F), if 7t'p is isomorphic to an unramified 
principal series representation 7t'(1-1~1, I-I;"), we have Re (St) = - w/2 (i = 
1,2). 

Proof (cf. [17] § 5). When F=Q, the above assertion is known and 
due to Deligne [2], and hence we assume that F=I=Q. By virtue of the 
correspondence of Jacquet and Langlands [10] Theorem 14.4 (cf. also 
Shimizu [20] Theorem 1), it is enough to prove the assertion for C=M2(F). 
On the other hand, an irreducible constituent of doCGL(F J) satisfying 
(i) and (iii) comes from a constituent of .><I(B 1) satisfying (i) and (ii) with 
a division quaternion algebra B over F with r= 1, by the above corre
spondence ([10] "Theorem" 16.1). F or such a B, our conclusion is equi
valent to (3.2.2) (cf. [17] § 5). Q.E.D. 
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3.3. We now go on to prove (3.2.1). Thus we fix a member S of :!£ 
satisfying (2.5.1) and (3.1.3), and a finite prime fJ of Fwhich is prime to 
D(BIF)L(S). Also, I is a fixed prime number which is prime to fJ. We 
denote by tF,p (resp, ts,p) the localization of tF at fJ (resp. the normaliza
tion of tF,p in ks). We first recall: 

(3,3.1) (Morita [13] Main Theorem 1) There exists a (unique) smooth 
projective scheme Ws over ts,p whose general fibre is isomorphic to Vs' 

(3.3.2) (a consequence of Ihara, Miki [9] Theorem 2B) Let Tr:;;.S 
be another member of :!£ for which fJ'J-L(T). Then the normalization of Ws 
in LT is etale over Ws, and isomorphic to WT. 

Remark (3.3.3). Morita's original result is slightly weaker than 
(3.3.1) above; one needs (3.3.2) to strengthen it in the form above (cf. the 
remark after (3.4.3) in [16] for the relation between (3.3.1) and (3.3.2)). 

Proposition (3.3.4). Let the notation and the assumption be as above, 
and fs: As-* Vs the abelian scheme (2.5.5). Then the Q!-sheaf RY's*(QJ 
on Vs,et extends uniquely to a smooth (= constant tordu constructible, in the 
terminology of [8]) Q!-sheaf G on Ws,et. 

Proof Let r; denote the generic point of Vs, and also that of Ws, 
and let fJ be the geometric point above r; which corresponds to Ls via the 
identification K(r;)=Ls. The fundamental group IT/Vs ; fJ) is canonically 
isomorphic to a quotient of Gal (£sILs) ([7] V 8.2), and we hereafter 
consider IT!(Vs ; fJ) Crespo IT!(Ws ; fJ)) as a quotient of Gal (LsILs) (resp. 
IT!(Vs ; fJ)). The assertion is then equivalent to saying that the natural 
I-adic representation: IT!(Vs ; fJ)-*AutQ / (RY's*(Q!)~) (cf. [8] VI 1.4.2), with 
RY's*(Q!)~ the "fibre at fJ" of RY's*(Q!), factors through IT!(Ws ; fJ). 

Let L' be the union in L of LT for all T satisfying Tr:;;.S and fJ'J-L(T). 
Under (3.1.3), the canonical map: Gal (Lsi Ls)-*Gal (LI Ls) factors through 
ITlVs ; fJ), and the theorem ofIhara and Miki (3.3.2) says that the resulting 
1!"lVs; fJ)-*Gal (L'ILs) factors through IT!(Ws ; fJ). We therefore easily 
obtain the following commutative diagram: 

where all the vertical maps are the canonical projections. Now since fJ is 
prime to I, the map IT! (Vs; fJ)-*AutQ,(RY's*(Q!)~) factorsthrough Gal (L'ILs) 
by (2.6.2) and the Kummer theory ([1] IX 3). Q.E.D. 
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3.4. Let the situation be as in 3.3. We denote by 1I:(j:» the residue 
field of j.J in the following 

Proposition (3.4.1). There exists an abelian scheme g: B--+ WsQ9r 1I:(j.J) 
F,p 

~ WsQ9I1:(j:»for which R1g*(Ql) is isomorphic to the inverse image Glwsl8i.(p) 

ofG to WsQ9I1:(j.J). 

Proof Let j.J = lJ31' • ·lJ3t be the prime decomposition of j:> in ks (j.) is 
unramified in ks because we assumed that j:>'}L(S)). The assertion is 
equivalent to saying that there is an abelian scheme g i: Bi--+ WsQ9r 1I:(lJ3i) 

S,p 

~ WSQ9I1:(lJ3i) satisfying Rlgi*(Ql)~Glwsl8i.(p,) for each i. Let ~i be the 
generic point of WSQ9I1:(lJ3i)' Then the local ring (!)ws," is a discrete valua
tion ring. By (3.3.4) and the Kummer theory, the group schemes lnAs,~ 
on Spec (Ls) extend to finite et~le group schemes on Spec «(!)ws,")' Hence 
the "criterion of Neron-Ogg-Safarevic" (Serre, Tate [18] Theorem 1; cf. 
also the footnote in p. 493) applies, and there exists an abelian scheme 
if: A~--+Spec «(!)ws,") whose general fibre is isomorphic to As,~. It is easy 
to see that RIj/*(Ql) is isomorphic to the inverse image ofG to Spec «(!)ws,.J. 
Let g~: B;--+ Spec (1I:(~i)) be the closed fibre of ff. Rlg~*(Ql) is then iso
morphic to the inverse image of G to Spec (1I:(~i))' Let gi: Bi--+ WSQ9I1:(lJ3i) 
be the global Neron model of B;. Applying [18] Theorem 1 again to the 
restrictions of gi to the local rings of WsQ9I1:(lJ3.), we conclude that gi is 
proper, i.e. Bi is an abelian scheme over WSQ9I1:(lJ3i)' This gi has the 
required property. Q.E.D. 

We can now complete the proof of (3.2.1). As was shown in [17] 
§ 4, the etale cohomology group Hi(A~Q9FF, Qz) is canonically isomorphic 
to EBr~o Hj(VSQ9F F, /\ i-j (EBk RIjS*(Ql))) with if = min (i, 2). The spe
cialization theorem of the cohomology groups ([1] XVI 2.2) implies that 
the characteristic polynomial of q;;1 on the above cohomology group is 
equal to that of the geometric Frobenius acting on EBr~o Hj(WsQ9r 1I:(j:», 

F,p 

/\ i-j (EBk Glwsl8i«p»))' But by (3.4.1) and the same reason as above, this 
group is isomorphic to H i(B kQ9.(p)II:(j.»), Ql) with Bk the k-fold fibre product 
of B over WsQ9I1:(j.J). By Raynaud [19] Theorem XI 1.4, we know that Bk 
is projective over WsQ9I1:(j.»), and hence so over Spec (1I:(j:»). Our conclu
sion therefore follows from Deligne [4] Theorem 1.6 (the Weil conjecture). 
Alternatively, we could directly appeal to Deligne [6] Corollary (3.3.9). 
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